FROM: DIRNSA  DATE: 9 FEB 68
TO: 

SECRET SAVIN
P2-327-68

SUBJ: KORCOM/SOVIET ECM ACTIVITIES DURING SEIZURE OF USS PUEBLO

1. JCS QUERY LEVIED THRU DIAAP-3A7 IN REF TO ABOVE SUBJ REQUIRES IMMEDIATE REPLY. THEREFORE REQUEST YOU PROVIDE NSA WITH ANY INFO AVAILABLE ON REFLECTIONS OF, AND DETAILED ANALYSIS OF, KORCOM/SOVIET JAMMING ACTIVITIES DURING THE PERIOD, 221800 - 231200Z JAN, WHICH MAY BE RELATED TO SEIZURE OF USS PUEBLO. SPECIFICALLY, A RESUME OF ANY JAMMING ACTIVITY NOTED, TOGETHER WITH FREQS AFFECTED, TIME PERIOD OF JAMMING, TYPE AND POINT OF ORIGIN IS DESIRED. FURTHER REQUEST A STATEMENT AS TO WHETHER ANY JAMMING NOTED WAS BELIEVED TO BE INTENTIONAL.

2. FOR YOUR INFO NSA HAS ALREADY INFORMED DIAAP-3A7 THAT A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF PERTINENT SIGINT DURING PERIOD OF SEIZURE OF USS PUEBLO HAS REVEALED NO EVIDENCE OF
KOROOM/SOVIET JAMMING/ECM ACTIVITY. THIS STATEMENT WAS BASED ON A SURVEY ADDRESSED TO [REDACTED] AND INFO LOCALLY AVAILABLE. ONLY REPORTED INSTANCES OF JAMMING; THESE OCCURRED ON DISTRESS FREQUENCIES [REDACTED] AND WERE SUBJECT OF CRITIC FOLLOW-UPS 7, 9 AND 10, DTGS 2308572, 231302Z AND 2402542 JAN RESPECTIVELY. NSA HAS STATED TO DIAAP-3A7 THAT SUBJECT TO FURTHER ANALYSIS THE JAMMING REPORTED BY [REDACTED] WAS NOT BELIEVED TO BE INTENTIONAL.

3. REQUEST RESPONSE AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE.

CONCUR: [REDACTED]

M/R: Referenced JCS query was subject of message, DIAAP-3A7 0129 Feb 68, SMI 10200, DTG 022145Z. Referenced NSA response to DIAAP-3A7 was subject of message P2-314, SMO 02015/09, DTG 090015Z.

Reports of jamming/ECM activity experienced by [REDACTED] elements is forwarded to [REDACTED] by courier, therefore, considerable delay in securing response may result. PROD Requirement 51-68 applies.